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Do yoji have a gripe against fandom? Against fans? Against fanzines? 
Against prozines? Against science-fiction or fantasy in general? Do you 
not have some gripe about something in the field? Yes...you do not? Well, 
what the hell are you reading this for then? Answer: After reading this, 
if you still have nothing to gripe about, you are incapable of reading this 
mimeography.

Do you wonder what this sterling (fans seem to love this word) ’zine 
is about? If so, you probably think there is something lacking in your 
basic...bas...ba...uh, something or another. But fear not; this feeling 
is shared by the author, and, methinks, by his unco-operative co-editor, 

/and/
One discovers, if one edits7or publishes a fanzine, that there are 

two extreme methods of doing so - extreme and opposite, I should have said. 
The first of these is to accept the position of editor of your local fan 
club's official organ, and the second is to put out a rag of your own just 
for the hell of it, all your own, just as you feel like doing it at the 
time you want to do it. how, you must realize that there are problems to 
be faced in either method, problems which you must conquer or be conquered 
by, or perhaps both...possibly neither (Oh, well, it is a filler sentence). 
The author's own experience leads him to believe that the editing of the 
first kind of atrocity leads inevitably to the publication of the second 
kind of horror, or vice versa. And now I remember that I have a title for 
this page. I edit QUANTA, an 00; I put out CHANGELING, a rag; but the 
point is that CHANGELING must CHANGE! The present opus is an example of 
something that you would put in the same category with the first issue of 
CHANGELING. Therefore my contributions to PDAP are a sort of ghost of the 
first ish of CHGLG.

Now that I have dispensed with confusing you further as to why the 
title, it behooves ne to move to something else incongruous. Incongrue me, 
quick! Who will do it? My co-editor is tto busy composing his own tripe, 
on my left; and on my right the reticent can of beer refuses to help. I 
shall kill it post haste. Its successors shall probably succeed (pun un
intentional but accepted).

Watch for K. I am not at liberty to tell you whaat it is, since the 
formulator of thes new system of "logic" refuses to divulge. So you think 
I should force him to 
happens to be myself, 
alter egos, Mr, C. J. 
hadn1t heard.

divulge, eh? Well, that is very difficult, since he 
and not even an alter ego. Incidentally, speaking of 
Uhglebaum died in pain at the Cinvention, in case you



A MINORITY REPORT
In and about the Nation’s Capital there has been a great deal of whispered co
mment about the noble souls that had a hand in the manufacture of HAZING ST—
CRIES. It.has been said that the people (fans) behind this minority rag, are al- 

gross misstatement of

It begins 
cil it is 
standing a

most as bad as 
the truths

the rag itself, This, I. want to say, is a

copied from an actual photograph

worth. the sten-to look as if a man’s word isn’t

group
noble a zine9 The 
of their labors^ This 
went into the production \ 
fans can be identified: \
Pavlat. The only reason that ■ 
did the copyinge To any one.

written. The editors of HS are as noble, and up 
\ of egcar fans as can be expected to put out so 
\\ above photograph will testify to the enerstness 
\ picture shows one of the many sessions that 

of HS. Reading left to right the following
Derry, Xerkhof, Briggs, (female) Mansfield, 

\\ ^erry is copied in toto, is because he 
\ x that doesn’t believe that such a picture 

exist&s, I invited them to write to any of 
really do exist< believe me.

the above and request a print. They

With the 50 convention in the hands of the fine Portland mob, the editors of 
HS want to thank all the people that read, and requested future issues. They 
want to say that now th&t their work has borne fruit they will not bring forth 
any more copies, I know that all of you will join me in greaving, but this is 
as is should be. So to any tha^ asked for further issues I have been asked to 
say that in the absence of HS other fine, sterling zines will be forthcoming 
from the D.C. outcasts (who aren't any more) but they will not be like HS, 
since it was for a purpose and that purpose is served. But the same fine 
quality of fiction and humor will ibc maintained in future zinese

Borrowing from the the New York Times, I think that a fine slogan for a fan
zine would be "All the Crud thats fit to print", or better from Scripts-Hc- 
ward, "Give the fans light, and they will still lose their way”.



WHAT EVERY YOUNG FANZINE EDITOR
SHOULD KNOW

A fanzine should be educational, informative, entertaining, uplifting 
(so should al.bra) and above all, funny* Have you every tried to be funny? 
Y>u haven’t? You lucky boy, it is the hardest thing in the world# I know, 
because I an the funnyofet looking person, and the dullest sounding nan in 
the world, but no natter, I shall endeavor to make you laught, cry* and all
that sort of stuff* ( co~oditor’s comment##*BALLS)

This, by the way,

FLASH, FLASH* FLASH, SPELLING IS NOT TEE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE EDITORS

kj

V-

a sterling example of ho’-r n^t to putout a fanzine# 
We don’t have "but pne case of breer, hie, burp, slurp#

Ch, yes, damn it I can’t remember, ny co-editor( what a silly title)
has just managed to confuse no even more than you.
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THOUGHTS OU BOOK REVIEWING

Book reviewing — a very easy thing, fan 
editors say; at least, one of them. It is, too, when you*re not sitting 
down at the tiper.

Slight interruption while helping: Prank look for a lost . 
thought; it wan’t worth looking for, hut it did make him straighten the stencil 
And now Pavlat is talking only to himself - perfect conversation.

Back to 
reviewing.

Time out while Pavlat tells a dirty story. Rather dull, too.
Anyway, I can always think of wonderful comments on any hook while

Great to-
do while everyone else (naturally) plays with the American Railroad copy — 
holders. Great fun!

riding on Capitol Transit !s wonderful street-cars and buses. 
However, when I try to put them down on paper - they have all disappeared into 
the

Briggs now making horrible noises - quite normal behaviour for him.
blue, blue sky - or in Washington, gray —

Nov; Briggs wants to kniw ow
t© spell ’’since,4 sense, cents, ©r some such word, ITow he is looking for a 
piece - a true fan. (Los Angeles, need an honorary membd^)

Now $erry is violent
ly denying that he is a homo; and ^OKIXiPavlat is displaying remarkable 
knowledge about the requirements for membership in that ancient order.

and
just can’t find anything interesting or intelligible to say about the book — 
bad or good.

XOaPavlat has just finished his third or fourth or fifth or nth 
can of beer or ale, and is now becomming slightly inarticulate and has at last 
stepped his beard-mumblings.

Hut $hick just told a decrepitating-story. Rather 
dirty, and pointless. • •• - - -■ — •

As a result, The results are rather insiprdr " There • 
arc-nene -of the- -bright-remarks about style, Content;- or plot -------- — •

Chick just skilled
a can of beer on the floor and as a result is sayi -g "I hate Keller, I hate 
Keller! I hate Keller!!"

had evolved. Once in a whflo a book makes such a 
terrific impression on me - see ISLANDIA - that even with the lack of inspiration 
I can turn nut a satisfactory reveiw.

"F ndom Forever!" Briggs; "Expectorate 
on them" Derry.

However, dreaming about the grand reviews I am going to do 
one of these days is great fun,

I uggest to all fans who plan book-reviewing asa 
major occupation or advscation a carefull

I am now sitting on a typing chair in :fe 
the midst of a pool of beer that Qhick spilled — such a wasteful fellow, you kn 
know

reading ©f the book in question, a lengthy period of day-dreaming about the 
book, letting the opinions crystallize, the beautiful thoughs;(^opyyright 
E.E.E.(no relation))weave their imagry though the brain while riding on public- 
transportation - if the girl sEnrzxxhkExx±i across the aisle had drawn her 
skirt over her knees - LASFS members disregard -

A violent argument over the 
title of this thing - fapzine, so called, one—shot - with the final decision, 
and finally sit down and write the review - not like this. <2 /I -



NEW N G L E S ON .M N D 0 M................. u

. By Prank Kerkhof

I The bi^est qup^-
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Chick Berry,(no connection of this thought with the drawing above, 
says here) seems to be stealing a style used by me in Changeling on the

it 
con-

tents page (of Changeling, not this ugh.) Chick just called Changeling the 
bastard fa nzdne, I insist that Chhngeling is not a bastard fanzine. To

a borrow an old railroad expression, C hangeling has not been a son of a bitbh 
y of a fanzine long enough to be a bastard of same.
s
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A non-fan in an xdysinfxx adjoining room just said that we were the sil
liest bunch of bastards he has ever heard. The reason he has not heard a 
sillier bunch has been stated before: he is a non-fan. Everybody else is 
writing foolishness, it seems; so I shall try to shall try to to too two do 
dew bet betty bettyier better betterer yetttttttt. Thanks, Gerty.

A new word: POLLUTOCRAT. Now that I have heard the word, what am I 
going to do with it? Everybody here seems to want to be a hdme. Everybody 
who knows how} please write in and let us know how,

©ISSSEPTATIONS 2 UPON HALVES.

Everyone wants to know about the "other halt". However, no one seems 
to know which other half is which or which half he belongs to. Naturally 

this makes matters much clearer, as this relegates them to the status of



I wanna be a homo/l wanna be a homo? I wanna be a homo/ I wanna be a home/ I wanna be 
a homo, or so says various people here. Crap*

Open letter to Mister Laney,
How doos one become a homo? And is it fun? I would like temknow as I am very 

undicedcd about this sex business. In fact I have boon married almost a year and I 
still wonder about this sex business. I am sixteen years eld and I am couricus.

Please rush all information as writting by Doctor David H. Koller. He will 
not send me his books as I am too young.

I am a serious fan.
I road all fanzines®
I read all the prozincs.
Especially Shangri La Affairs....to those in the know..Shaggy.
As ti#c would write an article about Doctor David H. Keller.

Doctor David H. Keller 
under the head...not ing 
behind the man, a woman

We, the editors all live in fear of Bill ovans the only one of us who can type fast
enough io keep up with the conversation...besides he has a phonograph memory.
Bill Evans is writing an article on book reviews. besides he is writing everything 
that is being said....the jerk





You are sitting in front of your tripewriter and. 'behind you there are voices, 
of a sort. They are talking in a sort of monotone that sounds faintly like a st
reet car hitting a Mack truck loaded, with junk. Also there is the soft sound of 
beer flowing down equally soft throats. The various persons that are doing this 
talking and drinking are in name: Bill Evans (the human memory of Fandom) , Bob 
Pavlat (the FAPA member of WSFA), Bob Briggs (That mad man of the illos), Frank 
Kerkhof (The sucker of V.rSFA-He’s an honorary member and therefore does all the work 
for nothing), and naturally............ME.

It is the policy of sane (?) fanzines to put in a squib about the various people 
who are writing said zine. Since this isn’t a sane zine I won’t. Sc I will put in 
ahsquib (Frank is looking for a lost thought) (Bob Pavlat said, "Alright you fell
ows are asking for it. Your going to get a bunch of crud.) (Have you found that 
thought, yet, Frank?)

Correction fluid is the proper thingy to drink as it coats the throat and th
erefore eases it’s way down your gullet. Frank

Frank .is just spelling BASTARD, and believe it or not he got it right, working 
• hi s

it’s BASTARD. . off.
Evans is writing comments on what is commented on.

BRIGGS HAS FINISHED THE COVER, TA, TA, TA, TA, TAAAAA.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA, BURP. 
Here is Fandom as it is lived. Fans are alia bunch of (don’t say that it has 

already been daid too many times.)
Fandom I love you, this was not said by Paul Denise O’Conner. No it was 

said by..........no and not Ackerman either. Mr. L ney just how do you get aw
ay with Libel. I am interested in only how I can call a man a Hemo and get away 
with it. HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP HELP?

I am nearing thoond of the page and therefore I am runn n out of things to say 
but I will find something
Everyone is having fun with the copy holder,, , pus^irg up and up and up and finally 
down.....________________________________________________________________________________  
Every one is interlining interlinations,interlinations,linations,obhelllgiveupupupUD _ 
Mr. Burbce I want so help on my humor??????Help,Humor,Help,Humor,help,humor,nutsnuts. 
FANDOM IS GOING TC THE DOGS, yapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyapyap. 
WSFA the wealthest fan club in the world, WBFA the woalthest fan club in the world, W 
I will stop here because I can’t see the page any longer, and besides there arc. Homos

C y, in the STATE Dept., So says Sen. Me Carthy



Lordy, Lordy, Loriy!. What on (or is it off?) earth is going on (or 
is coming off?) in the solar system? Explosion on Mars* Eruptions of gas 
covering three times the area of the U. S.,on Jupiter, Dust storms on Saturn,

ELASHiL ASHFL ASHat1 np leasee opya11 nplcn yr epor tf r om whi t e sand s au s e xp ed i t i onhas, 

caused, so it si said, by those who should "be in the know, so they say, as it 
is reliably reported, by usually informed sources (uninfluenced by the world 
■political situation except 'n r.uump'' situations' by loss of pa**t of its inner

pecent lybeenf ormedforthepurp oseofgoingtoth eai do f t hcMr.r t i a.nswhohav er e c e ntlyb e en 

ring, basic cause undetermined, and finally (March 28 tho the news report was 
copied on February 28—or so my notes say) we receive the report of a mysterious 
object sighted in the sky (not unreasonably distant fibom the Earth according to 

subjected to explosions of approximate atom!c—prhydrojen—.bombintensity!Moreim— 
my understanding of the article—although my understanding of most articles 
is usually sufficient for most purposes my understanding of this article xor 
this purpose—which is that of writing an article about it—may not be suf
ficient) far out of the normal asteroid or commetary path. At least that is 

por tant i sther ec entlyorganizedexpiditio nt oJup i terwhi chi t i s sai sw illcar ryonehun- 
what the Harvard Observatory releases said, according to the Washington Post. 
dredandfiftypoundsofalkaseltzerfort hepurp o s e o f pr e vent ingfutureerup t io ns of gas

I didn’t mean to do it, but I gotta. How many of youse guys have brothers 
who subscribe to BOYS’ LIFE—the Boy Scout magazine? Not many of you, huh? 
Well then, how many of you have younger brothers that do so subscribe? AhJ 
That ’ o-somewhat- better. Well now, did you know that said magazine (BOYS’ 

ontheplanetofJupiter.Ofcoursethebromos e11zercompanyinsiststh ititsproductsare 
LIFE, if you are of a forgettful freme of mind) haw printed quite a few stef- 
nal items recently? In December, 19^9, appeared a review of THE CONQUEST OF 
SPACE, together with a plate of the same book. In some other recent issue 
appeared ’’Exploring Mars” by R. S. Richardson. Finally, in the February, 1950 
issue, one Captain Burr Leyson covers the latest news on the 7-2 and WAT^Cor- 
poral. Ail this is, of course, alanted toward the boy from age 12 to 16.

muchbe tt eradapt edt othe internat ionals i tuat ionatpresentaswellashavebe ingdesigned

Amazing, how young fans are started on the road, isn’t it?

withthespecifiepurposeofthepreventionof suchoutbreaksinmind.Itiswithoutdoubt

That last article, incidentally, was entitled "Trail to the Stars,” 
and covers not dnly such mundane things as said 7-2, but also the slightly 
esoteric space-st- tion: its uses for weather predictions, electronic tube tests, 
wether predictions, and, yes, as a jumping off place for the planets. Pretty 
damn nice, being a Boy Soout nowadays.

sur e that s a i dpr o due tv/ i 11 no t pr eve nt s uc hanou t b r e ak t ho i t mi ghtn o s ,s iblypr eve nt arep itio13,

My brother, age 15, won’t read stf.

_of t he Catur ni and i s as t er . Why inhell any o newo r r i e s ab outpat] nn isb QA^^dmebut i tsgopdady1 r t s_K

BOB KENDALL PA7LAT


